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NADIA CASAGRANDA is Subscriptions & Interlending Manager (Collections & Research
Support) at King’s College London where she leads the team responsible for the
procurement and administration of the whole lifecycle of subscription print and electronic
resources, and for the Interlending and Document Delivery service. Nadia has several
years’ experience of working with all aspects of e-resources management, and in particular
with link resolvers and usage stats. She is currently a member of the JUSP Community
Advisory Group.
GAIL CLEMENT is Library Administrator and science research librarian who currently
serves as Head of Research Services at the Caltech Library. She leads a team of subject
librarians, repository, metadata and licensing specialists who support knowledge creation,
management and dissemination throughout the research lifecycle. Gail represents Caltech
Library on the Organizational Advisory Assembly for the Research Data Alliance; as an
Institutional member of the Committee on Publication Ethics; and as a member of the
Overleaf Steering Committee. She is a certified Data Carpentry Instructor, specialising in
research data cleaning and enhancement; data sharing; and citation and publication of all
research outputs. As Coordinator of Author Carpentry – a researcher training programme in
21st century authorship and publishing – Gail collaborates with developers and researchers
to create practical, hands-on and useful lessons in responsible, reproducible and reusable
research publication. Gail's professional leadership includes membership on the Research
Data Alliance-CODATA Legal Interoperability of Research Data Interest Group, mentoring
researchers from developing nations via AuthorAid; and service on the Editorial Board for
the Journal of Librarianship and Scholarly Communication (JLSC) where she co-edited the
2015 special issue on data sharing, data publication and data citation. She also serves on
the License Review Committee and the Scholarly Communication Taskforce of the
Statewide California Electronic Library Consortium.
BEV DELANEY is an eContent Advisor and member of the Content Licensing and
Intellectual Property team at The Open University Library, based in Milton Keynes. She has
ten years’ experience in higher education content management and manages relationships
with publishers, subscriptions, licensed use of resources with responsibility for accessibility,
research and alternative users.
LORRAINE ESTELLE is Director of COUNTER where she is focused on improving the utility
of usage statistics. She began her career in the publishing industry before moving to Jisc in
2002. There she became CEO of Jisc Collections, the UK's academic library consortium,
where she also conceived and led research projects including the national e-books
observatory project. She successfully won funding to develop shared national services for
the UK academic sector including the Journals Usage Statistics Portal and Jisc Historic Text.
Lorraine is also co-editor of Insights: the UKSG Journal.

LIZ FERGUSON is Vice President, Publishing Development at Wiley where she is
responsible for developing Wiley’s global journal programmes, subscription and open
access, and leads Wiley’s open access strategy. She also has a focus on data sharing
policies and workflows that support researchers making their data publicly available. Liz is
on the Board of Directors of Dryad, a member of the External Advisory Board of DataONE
and has been on the organising committee of Conference on Open Access Scholarly
Publishing since 2013.
KAI GESCHUHN holds a master’s degree in Library and Information Science. At Max
Planck Digital Library she works at the interface between licence management and open
access. She is part of the negotiating teams for Max Planck’s offsetting agreements and she
promotes the OA2020, the INTACT project and the ESAC initiative aiming at the transition of
the current subscription system to open access business models. Kai is co-author of the
MPDL whitepaper ‘Disrupting the subscription journals’ business model for the necessary
large-scale transformation to open access’ published in 2014.
JOHN HAMMERSLEY has always been fascinated by science, space, exploration and
technology. After completing a PhD in Mathematical Physics at Durham University in 2008,
he went on to help launch the world's first driverless taxi system now operating at London's
Heathrow Airport. John is now making it easier for scientists to collaborate and publish
online as CEO and co-founder of Overleaf, the rapidly growing online collaborative writing
and reviewing tool with over half a million users worldwide. He was named as one of The
Bookseller’s Rising Stars of 2015, is a mentor and alumnus of the Bethnal Green Ventures
start-up accelerator in London, and in his spare time dances (and occasionally teaches)
West Coast Swing!
LAUREN KANE is COO of the non-profit scientific publisher BioOne. She oversees
BioOne’s sales programme and the creation of new financial and dissemination models that
increase library collaboration and researcher access. In addition, she helps BioOne’s more
than 145 participating societies, museums and independent presses develop sustainable
publishing strategies and maximise their publications’ impact. An active community
participant, Kane is a member of ALPSP's North American Steering Group and serves as
co-chair of SSP's Organizational Collaboration Committee. With frequent collaborator Alice
Meadows, she is the co-author of a Learned Publishing opinion piece on encouraging
gender parity in scholarly publishing. Kane holds a BA from Georgetown University and an
MBA from the University of New Hampshire.
TASHA MELLINS-COHEN has more than 15 years’ experience in scholarly
communications, across publishing houses and technology vendors, and a passion for digital
technologies and the possibilities they open up for our industry. Her early career in STM
publishing encompassed small start-ups, large societies and commercial publishers, and
provided experience in both traditional subscription-based markets and open access
environments. Tasha brings her focus on operational excellence to her role with HighWire,
where she and her team of Business Analysts and User Experience Designers engage with
customers' strategic goals to optimise publisher websites.
DAVID PEACOCK has managed the Content & Collections team at the University of
Hertfordshire since 2011. He has worked in nearly every single library sector: research,
public, health and academic. Between 1998 and 2011 he was the Regional Librarian for the
NHS Libraries in the North East of England, where he was involved in the strategic coordination of libraries and e-learning. He has previously worked at the Universities of
Northumbria and Sunderland. The team he currently manages includes bibliographic
services and acquisitions and provides support for Library systems.

CHARLIE RAPPLE is co-founder of Kudos, which helps researchers, publishers
and institutions to maximise the reach and impact of their research. She is also Honorary
Secretary of UKSG, Associate Editor of Learned Publishing, and a blogger in The Scholarly
Kitchen. Past roles include Associate Director of TBI Communications and Head of Group
Marketing for Publishing Technology. She holds a BA from the University of Bristol and
postgraduate MDip from the Chartered Institute of Marketing.
MARTIJN ROELANDSE (@mathein) is Head of Publishing Innovation at Springer Nature
where he develops new ideas for publishing and author services. One of those is the recent
launch of Bookmetrix.com, a platform developed by Springer and Altmetric that offers a
comprehensive overview of the impact of a book by providing various book-level and
chapter-level metrics all in one place. He is open for new publishing initiatives and pilots and
keeps a close eye on new developments in the publishing world. Prior to joining Springer
Nature he worked as a neuroscientist in Amsterdam and holds a PhD in Neurobiology from
the University of Basel.
VIMAL SHAH is Research Information Manager at Middlesex University where he is
responsible for developing repositories and other software systems containing research
outputs, mapping the needs of researchers, reviewing policy, and developing processes for
collecting, storing and managing access to research outputs. He previously held positions at
King’s College London as an Information Specialist for Social Science and Public Policy, as
a Business Analyst on the King’s Futures strategy transformation programme and, most
recently, as Research Data Manager establishing and developing RDM Services. Vimal
holds an MSc in Library & Information Studies (City) and an MA in Digital Asset
Management (King’s).
KARLA YOUNGS has 20 years’ experience of working within the education sector, working
to support the sector in developing and delivering digital resources for learning, teaching and
research. This experience covers being responsible for Jisc services TASI and Jisc Digital
Media, as well as associated Jisc projects and consultancy activity. Karla has led teams in
developing applied research activities, information resources and training and consultancy to
customers and clients across FE & Skills and HE, as well as the cultural heritage sector.
Karla’s current role is responsible for the strategic planning and delivery of the Jisc content
offer to the FE & Skills sector.

